Professional rider on closed course.

Twenty years ago, at California’s famed Laguna Seca raceway, Kawasaki launched an incredible new machine
to the motorcycling press. With an outrageous 900cc liquid-cooled DOHC engine squeezed into a 750-size
frame, the 1984 Ninja® 900R sportbike delivered performance so powerful that only a racetrack could contain
it. It also brought a new name that would forever be associated with some of the finest, and most furious,
sportbikes ever built. That name was Ninja. • The original Ninja 900R paved the way for the Ninja 600R with
its revolutionary perimeter frame. Then came the Ninja ZX-7RR superbike, the incredible ZX-11, and a host
of successors with incredible technology including UNI-TRAK® rear suspension, Twin Ram Air intake,
pressed-aluminum frames and fuel injection. The reward? Bragging rights on the world stage (and at your local
hangout), a dozen AMA Pro Star drag racing championships and more AMA Superbike titles than any other
manufacturer. Now fast forward to 2004 and the Ninja story keeps on building, just like the powerband on our
latest ZX-10R. With a class-leading power-to-weight ratio, the new ZX-10R is set to rewrite the rules for openclass sportbikes. That’s the power of Kawasaki.

Professional rider on closed course.

If you find yourself drooling over the new Ninja® ZX-10R
sportbike, you probably like performance. Lots of it.
And that’s good. Because in building the lightest, most
powerful Kawasaki liter-class bike ever with a
power-to-weight ratio second to none, we started out
small and first designed an incredibly compact chassis
with an aluminum twin-beam frame that’s sized for a
600cc engine. Then we added a long gull-type
swingarm and radial-mounted front brake calipers with
"wave" rotors to set a new benchmark for liter-class
braking and handling. Next we built an incredibly
compact, enormously powerful 998cc fuel-injected
engine that's as narrow as a ZX-6R. The result is an
In-Line Four that's so potent, it will thrill you with huge
seamless power everywhere: From its monster
mid-range for rocketing off corners, the power comes on
hard, building swiftly to an outrageous best-in-the-class
184* peak horsepower top end blast. "Stacked"
transmission shafts, adjustable slipper clutch and a
rear-mounted generator contribute to the short-stroke
engine’s compact dimensions. While cutting the
weight was accomplished with details like magnesium
engine covers, a titanium exhaust and forged aluminum
handlebars. Memo to the competition: The future
has arrived. It’s extremely light. It’s outrageously
powerful. And it’s called the ZX-10R…on the leading edge.
*Maximum horsepower (PS) in top gear with Ram Air - actual performance may vary.

NINJA® ZX-10R

Shown with available accessories.

Forged Steel Camshafts
Forged from single billets of chromoly
steel, the intake and exhaust camshafts
are light and strong. Cam timing is
geared towards peak performance.
Super Strong Connecting Rod
The lightweight connecting rod is
super-strong and features recessed
oil grooves for enhanced lubrication.

Oval-Shaped Valve Springs
Shorter single-stage, oval-shaped valve springs, sintered aluminum valve spring
retainers and nitride-treated surfaces on the cam lobes and tappets result in
exceptional durability under extreme, high-rpm operating conditions.
Lightweight Piston
Ultra-flat, ultra-lightweight forged alloy pistons
with cut-outs for valve clearance.
Digital Ignition
The digital ignition and high-energy individual
ignition coils power the space-age iridium
spark plugs for maximum flame propagation
across the piston crown.
Linerless Cylinder Casting
Chrome composite-plated cylinders dissipate heat
quickly. Camshaft chain and gears located at the
end of the cylinder block for more compact, evenly
spaced cylinder centers.
One-piece Crankcase/Cylinder Casting
One-piece casting for the cylinder and crankcase
makes for a very compact and extremely
strong top case.
Stacked shafts for the
6-speed transmission
keep the casings
short while a rearmounted generator
keeps the engine
as narrow as our
ZX-6R case. Slipper
clutch reduces rear
wheel hop.

Fuel Injection and Dual Throttle Bodies
State-of-the-art fuel injection system features huge 43mm
throttle bodies with dual throttle valves for seamless engine
response. Ultra-fine atomizing nozzles spray 40% smaller fuel
droplets into the intake tract for unheard of burn efficiency. Talk
about bang for the buck.
Compact Generator
Compact, lightweight generator driven off the clutch hub spins at
twice the engine’s rpm for consistently strong output.
Titanium Exhaust System
All-titanium exhaust system is exceptionally light and features an
internal exhaust valve that boosts mid-range performance. Ultra-thin
aluminum sheet encases the oval-shaped titanium muffler. Integrated
honeycomb catalyzer reduces exhaust emissions.

Power-to-Weight Champion
184*horsepower. 375 pounds. The highest peak horsepower per pound of any street
motorcycle engine in the history of Kawasaki. Ultra-compact In-Line Four displaces
998cc. Over-square 76 x 55mm bore and stroke for maximum peak performance
potential. Massive 31mm intake valves with 25.5mm exhaust valves. Over 30%
lighter than a ZX-9R engine. Only five pounds heavier than the class-leading ZX-6R.

Alloy Radiator
Massive alloy radiator for the
compact liquid-cooling system.
Integrated liquid-cooled oil cooler
keeps engine oil at a consistent
operating temperature.

*Maximum horsepower (PS) in top gear with Ram Air - actual performance may vary.

Ram Air
Ram Air intake is strategically placed in
the center of the fairing and directs
cool, dense air into the airbox
through the front of the frame.

Radial Mounted Calipers
Radial-mounted 4-piston calipers
with individual brake pads for each
piston deliver exceptionally strong,
linear braking performance.

Instrumentation
Instrumentation is a lightweight, digital, single unit. Special features include a lap-timer
and adjustable shift light.
Inverted Cartridge Fork
Massive 43mm inverted cartridge
fork with additional top-out springs
is adjustable for spring preload,
compression and rebound damping.
Diamond-Like Carbon Coating
The outer surface of the inner fork
leg is coated with Diamond-Like
Carbon for noticeably smoother
fork action.

Wave Pattern Brake Rotors
Wave-pattern brake rotors, front
and rear, help reduce important
unsprung weight and also
help dissipate heat faster for
less warping under extreme
braking conditions.

Aluminum Twin-Spar Frame
The revolutionary all-aluminum
twin-spar frame is extremely
compact and lightweight. Special
thin-wall castings for the steering
head, cross pipe and swingarm
pivot drastically cut weight. Robotic
welding is clean and precise. Ram
Air feeds through the frame.

Low 375-Pound Dry Weight
Helping to keep dry weight as low as
possible are magnesium alloy engine
covers, forged and drilled alloy
handlebars, lightweight fasteners
for the bodywork, aluminum rear
suspension linkage rocker arm
and cut-out top triple clamp.

UNI-TRAK® Rear Suspension
Helping to keep low mass
centralization is the Bottom-Link
UNI-TRAK® rear suspension with
remote-reservoir, gas-charged fully
adjustable rear shock absorber.
Ultra Stiff Alloy Swingarm
Extra-long swingarm is constructed
of lightweight alloy and features
massive bracing to harness
the extreme performance of the
ZX-10R. Computer-aided design
results in a swingarm no heavier
than our ZX-6R swingarm. The
added length reduces the effect of
acceleration and deceleration on the
movement of the rear suspension.
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ZX-6R

ZX-6R
1 Higher-performance, class-leading
engine displaces 636cc thanks to a
2mm larger bore for more mid-range
punch than the competition.
• To improve oil flow, reduce
weight and minimize mechanical
loss due to friction and energy
required by the forced lubrication
system, oil lines are located inside
the engine.
• For fine tuning the cam timing,
the camshafts feature slotted gears
to help degree the cams.
• Short valve stems and single
intake valve springs help reduce
engine height and weight, and
improve power.
• High-speed digital ignition
processor controls the individual
coils for each spark plug. The front
cowling directs air into the Ram
Air intake system for improved
intake efficiency.
• Fully adjustable 41mm inverted
cartridge fork features compression
and rebound adjustment, threaded
spring preload plus special top-out
springs that help increase stability
under hard acceleration.
• Huge 25mm hollow front axle with
twin pinch bolts is rigid yet lightweight.
2 Front brakes feature a 280mm
rotor with radially-mounted,
light yet strong 4-piston caliper
for class-leading stopping power,
rigidity and brake feel. Individual
brake pads for each piston reduce
heat distortion.

ZX-6RR
• The race-oriented 599cc In-Line
Four now produces significantly more
stock horsepower to command more
top podium finishes.
• The all-new fuel injection system
with 38mm throttle bodies and
larger intake valves boosts power. A
new, finer-misting injector feeds the
cylinder while a secondary injector
located in the airbox richens the
air mixture.
• An all-new cylinder head with
reshaped intake ports and larger
intake valves plus new pistons.
• Higher lift intake and exhaust cams
boost peak performance. Lighter
aluminum valve spring retainers and
new single valve springs.
• Revised ratios for the oil and water
pumps reduce mechanical loss.
• Revisions to the 6-speed transmission move the gear ratios closer
together for improved racing potential.
• Updates to the front fork include
new damping and rebound
settings, relocating the main spring
to the bottom leg and reshaping
the oil lock piece for stiffer, more
race-oriented fork action.
3 Race-oriented exclusives include
the unique adjustable swingarm pivot:
Riders can better personalize their
settings for their own riding conditions.
• Besting the competition under
heavy braking is the unique backtorque limiter clutch that helps the
rear wheel stay on the ground by
slipping the clutch.

There is no more competitive sportbike segment than the 600cc class. And
here, advantages are measured not in whole numbers, but in fractions. To
come out on top on the street you need the sharpest instrument you can get
your hands on. In this case it’s the ZX-6R, the most potent Kawasaki
middleweight ever. Why? Its engine displaces 636cc for a mid-range punch
that flattens the competition. While updated suspension offers a smoother
ride. • If you were born tucked down and cornering on the racetrack at the
limit, the ZX-6RR is for you. Built in limited numbers, for 2004 this 599cc
ZX-6RR now has significantly increased peak horsepower and torque,
closer gearbox ratios and new suspension settings for increased front grip
and control. It’s a hugely aggressive tool for track days or 600-class racing,
with special features like forged racing pistons, a slipper style clutch, an
adjustable swingarm pivot and even an electronic lap timer. Which will come
in mighty handy – for seeing how far behind your buddies finished.
NINJA® ZX-6RR

Professional rider on closed course.
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ZX-6RR
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ZX-12R
1 Kawasaki has more experience
developing efficient Twin Ram Air
intake systems than any of the
competition and the ZX-12R
features the advantage of a special
air flow separator to reduce
intake turbulence.
• Although packing a flagship
1,199cc displacement, the
four-cylinder ZX-12R retains a very
narrow engine width with the help
of a chrome composite-plated
linerless aluminum cylinder block.
• Keeping the 16-valve cylinder
head extremely compact is an
ultra-narrow 25-degree included
valve angle. The high 12.2:1
compression ratio increases
combustion efficiency and peak
power output.
• Special lightweight, yet strong,
VX thin-wire valve springs provide
precise high-speed valve control.
• With so much potential on tap,
the Ninja ZX-12R features special
heat-treated chrome-moly con
rods connecting to a strong,
balanced crankshaft for powerful
low- and mid-range performance.
2 Magnesium alloy covers for
the cylinder head, clutch and
alternator reduce overall weight.
• The updated 46mm throttle
bodies now feature twin throttle
valves for smoother throttle response.
• The ECU continuously monitors
engine and atmospheric data to
independently control fuel injection
and ignition for each cylinder.
• With the world’s first production
monocoque backbone aluminum
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frame, the ZX-12R eliminates the
need for twin side spars wrapping
around the engine, keeping the
frontal area extremely narrow.
• Thanks to its monocoque
frame design, the ZX-12R’s large
5.0-gallon fuel tank with electric
fuel pump is located beneath the
seat for a lower center of gravity
and improved mass centralization.
• The Bottom-Link UNI-TRAK®
rear suspension features a
piggy-back reservoir rear shock
with adjustable compression and
rebound damping.
• Front 43mm inverted cartridge
fork with adjustable compression
and rebound damping and
adjustable spring preload.
• High-performance radial tires
mount to lightweight 17-inch alloy
wheels. The ultra-low profile 200/50
rear tire mounts to a six-inch
wide rim for flagship traction.
3 New for 2004 are the
radial-mounted front brake
calipers. By mounting the brake
caliper with bolts inserted
through the rear of the caliper at
the top and bottom, the caliper
is more rigid for improved brake
feel at the lever.
• An opposed-piston caliper
grips the compact 230mm single
rear disc.
4 Instrumentation includes stateof-the-art electronic gauges for
the speedometer and tachometer
plus a full complement of warning
lights and readouts from the
digital display.
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When it comes to earning sportbike bragging rights, never
stop halfway. Annihilate the competition with the biggest,
most powerful sportbike Kawasaki has ever offered, the
Ninja® ZX-12R. It’s got a chrome composite-plated linerless
aluminum cylinder block, enormously strong chromoly
connecting rods, revised electronic fuel injection with new
sub-throttle valves for the 46mm throttle bodies, and
enough magnesium castings to stock a race shop. Likewise,
race-quality chassis components are used throughout,
including an exclusive monocoque aluminum backbone
frame incorporating Twin Ram Air, a fully adjustable 43mm
inverted cartridge fork and Bottom-Link UNI-TRAK® rear
suspension, Z-rated radial tires with a huge 200/50-ZR17
rear, and new front radial-mounted disc brakes with
4-piston front calipers. Obviously, the ZX-12R is for highly
experienced riders. But despite its ungodly power it’s
extremely comfortable with grown-up ergonomics, a
sophisticated air-management system, and a big 5.0-gallon
fuel tank for extended rides. Like between AMA Formula
Superbike pro drag racing events, where the ZX-12R rules
the roost. Ninja ZX-12R. It’s ultimate performance – for the
ultimate sportbike.

NINJA® ZX-12R

Whether you’re new to riding or a seasoned expert looking for an
affordable sportbike, swing your leg over a Ninja® 500R or Ninja® 250R.
Feel the light weight and natural, comfortable seating. Then hit the starter
button and suddenly it all makes sense – these sleek sportbikes bring
back the simple joys of riding. • The Ninja 500R features a sporty 498cc
liquid-cooled DOHC In-Line Twin with plenty of power for back roads or
the highway. It has a gear-driven engine balancer for smooth performance,
a 6-speed gearbox with a Positive Neutral Finder, the security of front and
rear disc brakes, adjustable UNI-TRAK® rear suspension and sportbike
bodywork for stylish wind and weather protection. In short: It’s everything
you need. • The Ninja 250R is the neatest, lightest sportbike we make. It
weighs less than some dual-purpose bikes but is fully equipped with
electric start, a robust 249cc In-Line Twin engine, liquid cooling, front and
rear disc brakes and racy bodywork. One ride on the 250R and you’ll
discover what sportbike riding is all about. Performance that’s affordable
from Kawasaki.

NINJA® 250R

NINJA® 250R

NINJA 500R
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NINJA 250R
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NINJA® 500R
• The Ninja® 500R is an awardwinning middleweight sportbike
that combines light weight for
beginners and strong performance
to satisfy expert riders.
• The Ninja 500R leads the class
with its sophisticated liquid-cooled,
DOHC 8-valve Parallel Twin
packed with high-performance
Ninja technology. Lightweight
alloy cylinder head and four
free-breathing valves per cylinder.
Precise microprocessor controlled
digital ignition. Twin semi-flat slide
34mm CVK carburetors.
1 Comprehensive instrumentation
includes separate speedometer
and tachometer.
• Class-exclusive liquid-cooling
keeps the Ninja 500R operating
at optimal temperature for
consistent performance.
• Like all Ninja sportbikes, the
Ninja 500R features a smoothshifting 6-speed transmission
for brisk acceleration and relaxed
freeway cruising.
• Riding solo or with a friend, the
Ninja 500R is built for fun thanks
to its integral gear-driven engine
balancer to smooth out the power.
2 A plush seat for rider and
passenger, plus a wind-cheating
half fairing and upswept lower
engine cowling add style and
aerodynamic efficiency.
• The 500R is a Ninja thoroughbred when it comes to confident
handling with its lightweight yet
remarkably advanced single rear
shock Bottom-Link UNI-TRAK®
suspension system.
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NINJA® 250R
3 Don’t be fooled by the engine
capacity. The Ninja 250R is a
full-blooded sport motorcycle:
Compact DOHC Twin cylinder
engine. Free-flowing 4-valves per
cylinder with lightweight valve
springs. Lightweight alloy cylinder
head. High-compression, lightweight
alloy pistons.
• Advanced liquid-cooling helps
the engine maintain optimum
operating temperatures while the
precise CVK 30mm twin carburetors
with High Velocity Induction
Technology (H.I.TEC) boosts
mid-range throttle response.
• Minimizing maintenance chores
are automatic cam chain tension,
silent-type cam chain and low
friction coating on the chain guides.
The battery is low-maintenance.
• Helping you maximize the Ninja
riding experience is an easy-toselect 6-speed transmission and
light action clutch. Kawasaki’s
exclusive Positive Neutral Finder
helps you find neutral when you
are stopped.
• The Diamond high-tensile steel
frame and suspension components
including the single shock
UNI-TRAK® rear suspension
system deliver exceptional
handling performance for
beginners and experts alike.
4 The Ninja 250R features
stainless steel disc brakes front
and rear. A special BalancedActuation Caliper (BAC) front
brake distributes the hydraulic
force evenly across the brake
pads for consistent wear.

KAWASAKI CONSUMER PRODUCT
PRODUCTS
Kawasaki offers some of the best consumer products on the planet that include the exciting Ninja® sportbikes, championship-winning
hampionship-winning KX mot
motocross bikes, eye-catching Vulcan® street cruisers and exhilarating JET SKI® personal watercraft. Or our innovative
All-Terrain Vehicles and versatile, industry-leading MUL
MULE™ utility vehicles. Every segment of our recreational vehicle business is guided by our passion to build superior products for your enjoyment. That’s why our slogan is Let the good times roll.™
SPECIFICATIONS

NINJA® ZX-12R

NINJA® ZX-10R

NINJA® ZX-6RR

NINJA® ZX-6R

NINJA® 500R

NINJA® 250R

Engine type

4-stroke, liquid-cooled In-Line Four

4-stroke, liquid-cooled In-Line Four

4-stroke, liquid-cooled In-Line Four

4-stroke, liquid-cooled In-Line Four

4-stroke, liquid-cooled Parallel Twin

4-stroke, liquid-cooled Parallel Twin

Displacement

1,199cc

998cc

599cc

636cc

498cc

248cc

Bore x stroke

83 x 55.4mm

76 x 55mm

67 x 42.5mm

68 x 43.8mm

74 x 58mm

62 x 41.2mm

Compression ratio

12.2:1

12.7:1

13.5:1

12.8:1

10.8:1

12.4:1

Valve system

DOHC, 16 valves

DOHC, 16 valves

DOHC, 16 valves

DOHC, 16 valves

DOHC, 8 valves

DOHC, 8 valves

Fuel system

Digital fuel injection with
four 46mm throttle bodies

Digital fuel injection with
four 43mm throttle bodies

Digital fuel injection with
four 38mm throttle bodies

Digital fuel injection with
four 38mm throttle bodies

Keihin CVK34 x 2

Keihin CVK30 x 2

Ignition

Digital

Digital

Digital

Digital

Digital

Digital

Starting

Electric

Electric

Electric

Electric

Electric

Electric

Transmission

6-speed with Positive Neutral Finder

6-speed with Positive Neutral Finder

6-speed with Positive Neutral Finder

6-speed with Positive Neutral Finder

6-speed with Positive Neutral Finder

6-speed with Positive Neutral Finder

Frame type

Monocoque, pressed aluminum
with detachable rear sub-frame

Twin spar backbone, pressed
and cast aluminum

Perimeter, pressed aluminum

Perimeter, pressed aluminum

Double-cradle, high-tensile steel

Diamond, high-tensile steel

Rake/trail

23.5°/3.9 inches

24°/4.0 inches

24.5°/3.7 inches

24.5°/3.7 inches

27°/3.6 inches

27°/3.3 inches

Suspension, front

43mm inverted cartridge fork with
adjustable preload and stepless
compression and rebound damping

43mm inverted cartridge fork with DLC
coating, adjustable preload, 16-way
compression and rebound damping

41mm inverted cartridge fork with DLC
coating, adjustable preload, stepless
compression and rebound damping

41mm inverted cartridge fork
with adjustable preload, stepless
compression and rebound damping

37mm telescopic fork

36mm hydraulic fork

Suspension, rear

Bottom-Link UNI-TRAK® with
remote-reservoir, gas-charged
shock, adjustable ride-height, spring
preload, stepless compression and
rebound damping

Bottom-Link UNI-TRAK® with
remote-reservoir, gas-charged
shock, adjustable ride height, spring
preload, stepless compression and
rebound damping

Bottom-Link UNI-TRAK® with
remote-reservoir, gas-charged
shock, adjustable ride height, spring
preload, stepless compression and
rebound damping

Bottom-Link UNI-TRAK® with
remote-reservoir, gas-charged
shock, adjustable ride height, spring
preload, stepless compression and
rebound damping

Bottom-Link UNI-TRAK® with
adjustable preload

Bottom-Link UNI-TRAK®

Tires, front/rear

Tubeless radial; 120/70-ZR17;
200/50-ZR17

Tubeless radial; 120/70-ZR17;
190/50-ZR17

Tubeless radial; 120/65-ZR17;
180/55-ZR17

Tubeless radial; 120/65-ZR17;
180/55-ZR17

Tubeless; 110/70-17; 130/70-17

Tubeless; 100/80-16; 130/80-16

Brakes, front

Dual 300mm discs with radialmounted dual 4-piston calipers

Dual 300mm discs with radialmounted dual 4-piston calipers

Dual 280mm discs with radialmounted dual 4-piston calipers

Dual 280mm discs with radialmounted dual 4-piston calipers

Disc with Balanced Actuation Caliper

Disc with Balanced Actuation Caliper

Brake, rear

Disc with opposed-piston caliper

Disc with single-piston caliper

Disc with single-piston caliper

Disc with single-piston caliper

Disc with single-piston caliper

Disc with single-piston caliper

Wheelbase

57.1 inches

54.5 inches

55.1 inches

55.1 inches

56.5 inches

55.1 inches

Seat height

32.3 inches

32.5 inches

32.5 inches

32.5 inches

30.5 inches

29.3 inches

Fuel capacity

5.0 gallons

4.5 gallons

4.8 gallons

4.8 gallons

4.8 gallons

4.8 gallons

Dry weight

463 pounds

375 pounds

355 pounds

355 pounds

388 pounds

304 pounds

Colors

Candy Thunder Blue or
Galaxy Silver

Candy Thunder Blue or
Lime Green or Pearl Blazing Orange or
Metallic Spark Black

Lime Green

Candy Thunder Blue or
Lime Green or Pearl Blazing Orange
or Galaxy Silver

Galaxy Silver/Ebony

Galaxy Silver/Ebony or Metallic Nocturne
Blue/Pearl Chateau Gray or Pearl Chrome
Yellow/Pearl Chateau Gray

One Year Warranty
Your new Ninja® motorcycle comes with a 12-month/
unlimited mileage limited factory warranty. Read the next
paragraph to find out how you can extend your coverage
inexpensively, or ask your dealer for details about the
factory warranty and available extended coverage.
Up to Four Years Additional Coverage*
Let Kawasaki protect your new machine for years to
come* with the exclusive Good Times™ Protection Plan†.
This plan repairs or replaces most components free of
charge if found defective in material or workmanship.
Everything about the plan is easy: There’s no deductible.
It's honored at every authorized Kawasaki motorcycle
dealer nationwide. It's transferable to another owner
with no fee. And you can sign up as long as your machine
is under its original warranty. Just ask your dealer how
you can buy additional coverage of 24, 36 or 48 months.
Imagine, for just pennies a day, you can ride with no
worry and no hassle. Just tell your dealer you want the
Good Times Protection Plan.
*Depending on the program purchased.

Ride Now with Zero Down*
We offer up to 100% instant financing on most
Kawasaki products with the Good Times™ Credit Plan†
or Good Times™ Credit Card. Qualified buyers can ride
away on a brand-new Kawasaki with no down payment.
In most cases, the computerized credit approval takes
just minutes. You can even add insurance, accessories
and the Good Times Protection Plan to your contract.
Ask your participating dealer for details. Not available
in Alaska or Hawaii.
*Qualified buyers.
†Good Times Protection Plan and Good Times Credit Plan not available in Canada.

Safe Riding’s More Fun
Ride responsibly. Kawasaki believes safety begins with
us and continues with you. Always wear a helmet, eye
protection, and proper apparel. Passengers too. Ride
defensively. Obey the Basic Speed Law. Never ride under
the influence of drugs or alcohol. Riding is more fun on
a well-maintained motorcycle...follow the instructions in
your owner's manual. Remember, riding safe is smart.

For the nearest
Kawasaki dealer, call:
For more information,
visit our web site at:

1-800-661-RIDE

kawasaki.com

To purchase accessories,
see your dealer or
visit our web site at:
Specifications subject to change without notice. Availability
may be limited. Always wear a helmet and appropriate apparel.
Call 1-800-446-9227 for the Motorcycle Safety Foundation
beginner or expert course near you. You won’t even need a
motorcycle — your course sponsor will provide one courtesy
of your local dealer.
Action Photography: Professional riders on a closed course.
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